
1) Overall CO2 emission reduction target 20,55 (%)    by 2020

Please tick the corresponding box:

2) Long-term vision of your local authority (please include priority areas of action, main trends and challenges)

3) Organisational and financial aspects 

Overall estimated budget

Foreseen financing sources for the investments within your action plan

Instructions

More information: www.eumayors.eu.

Planned measures for monitoring and follow up After Sustainable Energy Action Plan publication, it will be redacted an implantation report every two years, explaining the execution state of the Plan, and an action report every four years, showing 

its provisional results.

Involvement of stakeholders and citizens One of the aim from the Plan is to promote activities and involve the citizens and stakeholders. For that purpose, have been done several talks about the energy, its efficiency and the Sustainable 

Energy Action Plan. The 2th of october took place a participation process of about one hour and a half where the citizens and other stakeholders met and where were presented all the actions 

defined in the plan. Furthermore, it's planned to organize the Energy 's Day (local days of energy).

Go to the second part of the SEAP template -> dedicated to your Baseline Emission Inventory!

DISCLAIMER: The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect the opinion of the European Communities. The European Commission is not responsible for any use that may be made of the information contained therein.

Staff capacity allocated Technical personal from the Town Hall

Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP) template

This is a working version for Covenant signatories  to help in data collection. However the on-line SEAP template

available in the Signatories’ Corner (password restricted area) at: http://members.eumayors.eu/

is the only REQUIRED template that all the signatories have to fill in at the same time when submitting the SEAP in their own (national) language.

OVERALL STRATEGY

Absolute reduction

IDAE, ICAEN, PUOSC, ARC

493.526 eur

Per capita reduction

The Sustainable Energy Action Plan promoted by our local authority has established 26 actions divided in four estrategic lines:

- Increment the savings and energetic eficiency in the public buildings, residential buildings and service sector.

- Reduce the emissions associated to urban transport

- Increment the renewable energy local production and the consumption of renewable energy

- Reduce the emissions associated to the solid urban waste processing

Coordination and organisational structures created/assigned The Town Hall has assigned  Alba Llinàs, technical personal from the Town Hall as the Sustainable Energy Action Plan's coordinator.

?


